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I. Introduction and Purpose
• Mystery in higher education:
professors are supposed to become teachers but are not being taught how to teach
• Sources of teaching knowledge: experience,
collaboration with colleges, workshops.
• QM Workshop: Concept of Alignment
• Goal: to help other instructors align their course
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II. The Concept of Alignment
• Alignment:
the matching or linking of the learning objectives with the
instructional materials, the learner activities, the
assessments, and the course technology!
Learning objectives = the destination
Learning materials & learner activities = the elements
that are needed to get to the destination
Assessment strategies = the tools to find out how
effectively and efficiently you arrived at your destination
Course technology = the environment you are in
4

II. The Concept of Alignment
Visualization of the Concept of Alignment
2. Resources and
Course Materials

5. Course
Technology
(for online courses)

1. Learning
Objectives
Course & Unit
Objectives

3. Learner
Engagement or
Activities

4. Assessment &
Measurement

The concept of alignment demands
a holistic and integrated view!
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III. Alignment in “Capital Budgeting Analysis”

Alignment of:
What? Capital Budgeting Analysis
Where? Online MBA Advance Financial Management
Class
Next: Important observations, pointers, examples
related to aligning
1. Learning Objectives
2. Course Materials
3. Learner Activities
4. Assessments
5. Course Technology
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III. Alignment in “Capital Budgeting Analysis”

1. Learner Objectives
• Course vs. Unit Objectives (Macro vs. Micro)
• Clear & Measurable
• Course Objectives Example:

Upon successful completion of this course, students should be able to:
a) apply quantitative applications to issues pertinent to financial management.
b) go through the analytical processes utilized in financial decision making and apply them to
business finance problems in order to find a solution to the problem.

• Unit Objectives Example:
Upon completion of this chapter’s activities, students will be able to:
a) Perform a financial investment analysis in Excel and determine if an investment is feasible.
b) Be able to create a financial model in Excel that is “dynamic” and understand the benefits
of such a model.
c) Point out the differences between a sensitivity, scenario, and break-even analysis and be
able to calculate and interpret the results of such an analysis.
d) List some of the conclusions of a sensitivity analysis and explain how the conclusions can
help with solving a business problem.
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III. Alignment in “Capital Budgeting Analysis”
2. Course Materials
• Course materials: reading assignments (book, articles),
recorded PPs, tutorials, YouTube videos
• Match with the learning objectives!
(Don’t teach dancing with a book!)
• Example: Camtasia Excel tutorial that matches
unit learning objectives a) & b):
a) Perform a financial investment analysis in Excel and determine if an
investment is feasible.
b) Be able to create a financial model in Excel that is “dynamic” and
understand the benefits of such a model.

•
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III. Alignment in “Capital Budgeting Analysis”
3. Learner Activities
• Learner Activities: Discussion forums, calculation assignments,
case studies, self tests, papers, presentations.
• Match to learning objectives & course materials.
• Example in my MBA Class: Multi-Part Case Study
Part I: given textbook case study, I created an Excel template: student calculates the

NPV, IRR and make an investment decision.
-> Aligns with material (tutorial) & unit learning objective a) …Excel analysis, feasible?

Part II: student performs a sensitivity, scenario and break-even analysis, evaluates the

results, and makes a recommendation.
-> Aligns with material (tutorial) & unit learning objectives b), c) and d):
b) …financial model in Excel that is “dynamic”…
c) ….differences between a sensitivity, scenario, and break-even analysis …
d) ….solving a business problem…
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III. Alignment in “Capital Budgeting Analysis”
4. Assessments
Assessment tools: Automated multiple-choice questions and
rubrics for case studies, papers, presentations.
Give clear instructions about the grading procedures and points
that can be earned, provide the rubric and give feedback!
Match to learning objectives, materials & learner activities
Example:
Multiple choice questions (excellent to assess basic understanding skills)
“Calculate the NPV and IRR of the following cash flow...”
->Aligned with course material (reading assignments & PPs)
->Aligned with course learning objective a)
Rubric (excellent to assess critical thinking skills)
for Case study: Build a dynamic financial model
->Aligned with course material (Camtasia Excel tutorial)
->Aligned with unit learning objectives a), b), c), d)
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III. Alignment in “Capital Budgeting Analysis”
4. Assessments – Sample Rubric
Criteria

PART I:
Calculations and
Interpretations
of NPV , IRR
Objective a)
PART II:
Calculations and
Interpretations
of sensitivity,
scenario, breakeven analysis
Objective c) &
d)
Is the
Spreadsheet
Dynamic?
Objective b)

Points and Levels of Performance
25
20
Excellent
Good
Weight

15
Marginal

0
Poor

While the student is able The student makes
to perform all the
some attempt to
necessary calculations in complete the basic
the basic capital
capital budgeting
The student is able to
budgeting analysis, a few analysis, but makes
0.4
calculation errors occur in many errors and/or
perform all the necessary
the model (for example a seems to be confused The student does not
calculations in the basic
wrong cash flow sign is about the signs and
perform any of the
capital budgeting analysis
timing of the cash
basic capital
and correctly determines if applied, a function is
applied incorrectly, etc.). flows.
budgeting analysis.
the investment is feasible.
The student is able to
While the student is able
perform all calculations in to perform all the
the scenario, sensitivity, and necessary calculations in
the scenario, sensitivity The student makes
break-even analysis and
and break-even analysis, a some attempt to
correctly determines the
complete the sensitivity,
sensitivities, expected NPV few calculation errors
0.4 and the break-even level. In occur in the calculations scenario and breakeven analysis, but
addition, the student is also (for example, the
sensitivity is calculated
makes many errors
The student does not
able to interpret all the
incorrectly) and/or makes and/or seems to be
perform any of the
results correctly and can
confused about the
sensitivity, scenario,
identify how the results can a mistake in the
calculations and the
or break-even
be used to make important interpretation of the
results.
interpretations.
analysis.
business decisions.
The student has a good
The student seems
knowledge of what a
unclear about what a
dynamic spreadsheet is, dynamic spreadsheet is
0.2 The student demonstrates
but makes a few errors
and makes many errors The student has no
excellent knowledge of what that prevent the
that prevent the
knowledge about the
a dynamic spreadsheet is and spreadsheet from being spreadsheet from being functioning of a
applies correct formulas.
100% dynamic.
dynamic.
dynamic spreadsheet
Weighted Average:

Score Comments

#####
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4. Assessments –Feedback
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III. Alignment in “Capital Budgeting Analysis”
5. Technology

• Medium of delivery for online classes,
but important for most classes!
• Technology includes:
LMS, screen capturing software, testing and
grading systems, virtual communication tools, video
conferencing, etc.
• Challenge: keep up with new technology, don’t be
scared!
• Match to objectives, materials, activities and
assessments. Is it helpful for students?
15

III. Alignment in “Capital Budgeting Analysis”
5. Technology

• Examples:
-Camtasia (by Techsmith) to create content
for recording of PP lectures and Excel tutorial
-Blackboard/Canvas to create assessments
for online self-testing, homework assignments
-Excel to create activities and assessments
for case study & feedback and for rubric & calculating student
scores
-Elluminate Live to create activities
for virtual office hours, communication with students
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IV. Summary and Conclusion
• Alignment is an important teaching tool and helpful in creating a
positive learning experience for students.
• Takes a holistic, integrative view of a course. All parts of a course fit
together.
• Learning objectives (course & unit): measurable and clear
• Content & learner activities: be creative
• Assessments: use rubrics for assessing higher level learning skills (note:
state the learning objectives in the criteria).
• Technology: keep up with innovation; is it helpful for students?
• Suggestion: Check your course for alignment!
Tweak the course as needed.
Don’t just copy publisher’s learning objective.
Alignment takes time!
Enjoy the process of alignment!
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